
East Brunswick Hotel

280 Lygon St
Melbourne, VIC 3053
Australia

Phone: 03 8354 0100

Hotel in Melbourne, NSW  Since the 1880’s The East in all its forms has been a

favorite of Brunswick locals. After a break, the Lygon Street beauty has been

lovingly and painstakingly patched, fixed and restored with more than a nod to its

rock and roll past. Whilst the band room has gone, the Hotel now comprises 12

individually themed hotel rooms, public bar, private cellar bar and upstairs cocktail

bar and balcony.The menu at the East Brunswick Hotel is inspired by traditional pub

fare. There’s a parma to suit carnivores or vegans. If an eating challenge is more

your thing, try a Trailer Trash roll laden with pulled pork and mac ‘n cheese. There

is plenty to share or a variety of food straight from our wood-fired char-grill. A

carefully considered drinks offering is available with an extensive wine cellar, nine

beers on tap and a strong list of bottled beer and cider to be enjoyed straight from

the schooner or the neck. And if you know your whiskey from your whiskey, you’ll

be able to try them all at the East. We haven’t left out the cocktail drinkers either

with specialist bartenders upstairs from Thursday to Sunday night.Are you in the

mood to party like a rock star, or would you rather ponder the point of “The Old Man

and the Sea”? Do you love the smell of napalm in the morning, or do you know that

history will be kind to you because you intend to write it? The East Brunswick Hotel

has 12 individually themed hotel rooms over 2 levels named after someone

reflected in the design of the room. Each room has a full-size Smeg fridge,

convection oven, and dishwasher. The larger suites have separate living and

sleeping areas. Please Note: We are currently experiencing some noise issues due

to ongoing construction work in the vicinity of our building. We apologize for any

inconvenience caused, but unfortunately, this is out of our control at present. Our

staff will endeavor to keep you informed about the status of the noise issues at the

time of your booking.
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